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ADDENDUM TO TN 1 4 6

1.0 Introduction

For the International Year of the Quiet Sun, many of the iono-

spheric soundings stations of the NBS-associated network are being

asked to undertake the "composite" ionogram reduction method out-

lined in NBS TN-146. Since those instructions were prepared, we

have acquired greater experience with this procedure and the calcu-

lation process has undergone important changes; consequently, it is

now desirable to supplement TN 146 with a few additional notes.

2.0 The New Scaling Facilities

The form now supplied for composite scaling has been designed

for precise scaling of individual iono;^rams. It is well suited to the

composite procedure, although parts of it are seldom needed. This

form is larger and the logf/height "aspect ratio" is somewhat dif-

ferent, requiring an adjustment of the ionosonde height scale for proper

fit. The necessary adjustments to achieve exact correspondence between

ionogram and form should be made upon receipt of these instructions.

These tracings require use of the modified front project scaling

table shown in Figure 2 of TN 146. Stations asked to participate in the

composite N(h) programs will be supplied with the necessary modifi-

cation parts for conversion of older tables to front projection.

Other scaling overlays, usable with the front projection table and

appropriate to the new ionogram format, are also supplied for f-plot

and M-factor scaling.
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3.0 Features of the New Tracing Form

An example of the new form (NHT-X14) is attached to this

memorandum. It consists cf four basic parts: (a) the graph block,

(b) the tabulation block, (c) the identification block, and (d) the trace

tabulation block. The following description and instructions for use

are extracted with minor modifications from the instructions for scal-

ing individual ionograms for accurate analysis (NBS Technical Note,

in preparation). This description is in general applicable to preparation

of composite tracings as well.

3.1 The graph block

The graph block encompasses the frequency range from 1.0 to

20 Mc on a logarithmic scale. Numbers at the bottom of the block

identify the heavy arrows which represent frequency markers on the

ionograms and must be held in strict alignment (as must the height lines)

during the tracing process.

The equally-spaced vertical lines represent a linear scale of the

logarithm of the frequency. The logf scale is given at the top of the

graph block. Heavy vertical lines identify intervals of 0. 1 logf; lighter

vertical lines represent intervals of 0.01 logf. Ultimately, numbers

may be obtained at intervals of 0.001 logf by "eyeball interpolation"

between the 0.01 logf lines.

A special property of the logf scale is used in the case that

important information falls below 1.0 Mc (logf = 0.0), as observed on

ionosondes designed to function down to 0.25 Mc. The log cycle ending

at 10 Mc (logf = 1.0) may be used for the low -frequency portion merely

by aligning the 10 and 20 Mc lines with the 1 and 2 Mc markers of the

ionogram. Frequency arrows at 9, 8, 7, ... etc. , then represent

frequencies of 0.9, 0. 8, 0. 7, ... etc. , and the low frequency portion

of the ionogram may be traced with this alignment. An additional edition

of this form, the NHT-X15, is provided to accommodate the frequency

range 0.25 -5.0 Mc/s, making this double use unnecessary for those

hours when foF2 does not exceed 5.0 Mc/s (usually night hours).
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3. 2 The tabulation block

Above each 0. 1 logf interval is a block of tabulation spaces. It

is divided vertically into two half -blocks, identical except for the

identification letter in the top space. The left-hand half -block is for

values scaled from the ordinary trace, and the right-hand half -block

is for the extraordinary trace. The top ten spaces of each half-block

refer to the ten vertical 0. 01 logf lines in the 0. 1 logf interval

immediately below. Thus the space containing the identification

niimber 3 refers to the third vertical 0.01 log f line in the 0.1 logf

interval immediately below, etc. Below the tenth space and the fine

double line, three groups of double spaces are provided for the scaling

of special points. In general, the ten spaces (one lettered space plus

nine numbered spaces) are used for the entry of virtual height readings

taken at the corresponding 0.01 logf lines. The three groups of double

spaces are for the entry of any special values required by the ionogram.

,

and are described in section 3. 22 below.

An im^portant principle of the calculation method is that only those

points necessary for the calculation need be recorded. Thus, the

majority^ of spaces in the tabulation blocks are not used in any one case.

Nevertheless, the tabulation blocks perm.it the h'(f) curve to be described

numerically in great detail, with a m.inimum^ of writing, and also perm.it

straightforward keypunching of the necessary data into cards or paper

tape for input to the computer.

It is essential to understand how the tabulation blocks ''communi-

cate'' with the com.puter: It is necessary that something be entered in the

fir St (lettered) space of the left-hand half block of any block with is to

contain other scalings. =^ If it is not desired to enter a virtual height

scaling (at a 0. 1 logf line) in this first space, three zeros m.ust be

entered instead. These will not read as zero height, but the entry (for

example, C 000) will identify the 0. 1 logf value of all following scalings

until the next alphabetic identification symbol comes along.

Footnote: Except ordinary-ray special points, which are com^pletely

self-descriptive; See section 3.22.
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Each subsequent entry in a half-block comprises a 4-digit "field"

consisting of an identification number, plus a 3 -digit virtual height.

The identification number tells the computer the 0.01 log f value to

which the h' measurement refers. The computer remembers the last-

given alphabetic identification symbol and deduces the exact log fre-

quency of the virtual height.

3.21 Tabulation spaces for extraordinary points

A duplicate set of tabulation spaces is provided in the right-hand

half -block for scalings from the extraordinary trace. It is seldom

necessary to scale data from the extraordinary trace for composites,

but the instructions for extraordinary scalings are included here to

complete the discussion of this general -purpose form. Again, only

those scaled values judged to be necessary for the analysis need be

entered in the appropriate spaces. The basis for these judgments is

discussed in section 6. 6.

It is, of course, necessary for the computer to recognize that a

value scaled from the extraordinary -trace is an X -point. This is done

by an entry in the first X -space. Then all following entries will be

taken by the computer to be X -points until the next alphabetic symbol

comes along. It is essential that the data be supplied to the computer

in strict vertical sequence, one half-block after another, for this system

to work; computer input cards are prepared accordingly.

If no extraordinary -trace entry is needed in the first space (where

X appears; i. e. , at a 0. 1 log f value), then three zeros must be written

in this space to permit any following X -entries in the half -block to be

interpreted properly.

Furthermore, if no ordinary value appears in the top space of the

left-hand half-block associated with X-scalings, three zeros must be

written there also, so that the computer may thereby recognize the

value of 0. 1 log f to which the scalings refer.
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3.22 Tabulation spaces for special points

Below the tenth space in each half -block are provided three

double spaces for any special points needed within the local 0. 1 logf

interval. The top part of a double space is for the virtual height; the

bottom is for its associated logf value. The first two digits of the

logf value are printed in the form, but the two final digits must be

supplied by the scaler. Thus, the virtual height and logf values of any

special points on the ionogram may be recorded to the nearest one

kilometer and nearest 0.001 logf. Examples of such special points

are at a cusp, the virtual height nearest foE, fxE, foF2, etc. , or a

virtual height in a region of very strong curvature of the h'(f) trace.

The selection of such points will be discussed later. The number of

these special points is usually fairly small, and only three double

spaces per half -block are provided. However, the computer will

accept any number of them (up to 135) and additional special points

may be written in if desired. (It is necessary then to write the first

2 digits of logf also.
) Furthermore, since the coordinates of each

special point are completely described by its virtual height and logf

value, it is immaterial in what order these points appear in the tabu-

lation except that they must follow an X -point identification if they are

themselves X -points (and conversely for ordinary points).

A special identification letter must be placed before each virtual

height entered in the "Special Point" tabulation spaces. This letter

completes the 4-digit field, identifies the pair of entries as a special

point, and tells the computer what kind of special point it is. One of

these special letters, U or V, must precede any virtual height entered

in the tabulation spaces for special points.

3. 3 The identification block

A sequence of spaces, some filled, some blank, are provided at

the top of the form for information identifying the ionogram and the

nature of the calculation. This block is entered on each punched-card
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containing data. An appropriate letter or number must be entered in

blank spaces as follows:

TYPE Identifies input card type;

always 3.

MATRIX Leave blank.

JOB Identifies purpose of the
calculation; for the composite
program, the letters "CM"
should be entered.

STAtion The conventional 2 -letter

station code.

YeaR The last two digits of the year.

MOnth The month number (01 - 12) of
the ionogram.

DAY The day number (01 - 31) in the
month, of the ionogram. For
composites, the count of the

number of ionogram s included
(even partially) on the tracing.

TIME The local zone time of the ionogram.

Quality Blank, or a single letter (or digit)

qualifying the ionogram. The
standard scaling letters may be used
as appropriate, or any other code
system is acceptable for special
purposes.

CarD Always 1 on the scaling form,
indicating the first card of data.

Command Four letters and/or numbers are
necessary, to tell the computer in

which of several modes to begin the

calculation. Typical entries are
A 104 or A 319. See section 6. 7

.
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3.4 The trace tabulation block

The trace tabulation block consists of three sections. The

section "Count" is for the tick marks representing traces included

in the composite. (The total is entered in the "Day" box in the

Identification block. ) The two wide columns under "Tracings Lost

are for accounting for missing traces. The two narrow columns ar

for summarizing the information in the two wide columns. The

"Tracings Affected" section is for tabulations of incomplete traces

or traces made doubtful some ionospheric condition but included on

the composite. Ticks would then be entered in both "Tracings

Affected" and "Count" boxes.

COUNT TRACINGS LOST TRACINGS AFFECTED

c II

Al

N 11
f
C

A

/V

S

1

X

F -IM-

A III

F
A

5

5

FIGURE 1





4.0 Tracing the Virtual Height Curves

It is hardly necessary to emphasize that the paramount require-

ment of ionogram tracing is the reproduction of the virtual height curves

on the graph as faithfully as possible. The N(h) process makes use of

all the accuracy and resolution available from the ionogram and suffers

severely if the tracing is carelessly or inaccurately done. To be

specific, maintaining a frequency -accuracy of 0.001 in log f and virtual

height differences significant to 1.0 km (respectively l/lO of the fine

divisions of the tracing form) is essential to the success of the analysis.

Experience has shown this level of precision to be practicable, given

good ionograms. In the composite method, the needs for precision on

the individual traces are not so severe, but careful tracing is still

necessary to permit each individual curve to be seen among all the

others.

A digression is useful at this point to deal with a criticism often

leveled at the objective of 1 . 0 km accuracy in virtual height scaling.

This criticism states that, because of pulse dispersion and absorption

in the ionosphere (among other factors), it is impossible to identify

within several kilometers the true leading-edge of an ionospheric echo;

hence, says this argument, one -kilometer accuracy is impossible.

This criticism is based upon a misunderstanding of the N(h) process.

It is not the virtual height itself, but the change in virtual height a s the

frequency varies which is important in the N(h) analysis. The change

in virtual height is translated by the N(h) process into information

regarding the shape of the N(h) curve (specifically, into determination

of its second derivative, Z"). It is true that an absolute location of

the profile (in height) may involve errors of the order of one or more

kilometers, but the N(h) process is not directly concerned with this.

Since the change in virtual height with frequency is only slightly affected

by such factors as the finite frequency-spectrum, rise-time, and

amplitude of the echo pulses, it remains practical to attach significance

to virtual height measurements made to the nearest kilometer, or better.
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Tracing the virtual height curve onto the special graph paper is

s simple and sufficiently accurate method of permitting the necessary-

interpolation to the required degree of precision, in order to obtain

numerical values of virtual height at the necessary radio frequencies.

It also permits a certain amount of controlled and reproducible guess-

work to estimate parts of the virtual height curve which may be missing

because of Es -blanketing, noise, absorption, or O-X trace overlap.

Finally, in the composite virtual height curve method (NBS Tech.

Note 146), it permits the information from a large number of virtual

height curves to be combined for calculation of a single representative

N(h) distribution.

4. 1 Alignment of ionogram and form

The frequency and height markers of the ionogram are the

ultimate reference for the accuracy of the calculated profile. Since

with properly adjusted ionosondes they are distributed according to

known laws (linear height markers, logarithmic frequency markers),

the careful alignment of the total raster (i. e. , each height and frequency

marker) with the tracing from results in better accuracy than could be

accomplished by alignment of one marker at a time. This is why it is

important to obtain congruence between the marker systems of the

ionogram s and of the form.

If both the height and frequency marker systems do not fit the

form simultaneously (as, for example, with older ionogram s, obtained

incorrectly), the following procedure must be followed:

1) Adjust the scaling table so that the frequency markers
of the ionogram are congruent with those of the scaling form,
irrespective of the height markers. (If even this cannot be done,
the VFO of the ionosonde is out ol calibration and should be
repaired.

)

2) Align the h' = 0 line with the zero height marker, and
make the tracing with this alignment.

3) Record the positions of the ionogram height markers
on the tracing form.
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Thus, if the ionogram height scale is, say, 2% compressed, the 100 km

height marker of the ionogram will lie at 98 km on the tracing form; the

200 km marker will lie at 196, and so on. These positions are termed

the "Z -heights" of the m.arkers. See section 4. 12.

4. 11 Position of the ground pulse

In order that the measurements of virtual height may be m.ade

from, an accurate zero reference, som.e ionosondes are adjusted so

that the "zero marker" is seen below the leading edge of the ground

piilse. In other ionosondes, the ground pulse is rigidly and dependably

locked to the zero marker. In any case, it is essential that the zero

marker not be "buried" at an unknown place inside the ground pulse.

If this feature of the iono sonde is adjustable but not dependable, the

zero mjarker should be positioned about 10 kmj below the ground pulse,

where it may be clearly seen on the ionogram.. This position is then

recorded with the letter Z on the tracing in the m.anner noted in

section 4.12.

4. 12 Z heights

The Z -heights are to be recorded on the tracing form, as follows.

Select any vertical half-block of the tabulation which will not be needed

for virtual height scalings (m.any X - half blocks, and any of those above

the F-region critical frequency are usually otherwise vacant). Write in

a Z for the alphabetic sym.bol in the top space, foilov.-ed by the distance

to the ground-pulse, for exam.ple Z 012. This tells the com.puter that

this half-block will contain the height scale correction information (Z)

and that the height scale of the ionogram. begins 12 units of the tracing

scale below the ground pulse of the ionogram.. "Write in the following

spaces, in order, the tracing- scale values at which each height m.arker

of the ionogram. falls.
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Thus, in the above example of a height scale compressed by 2% and

shifted 12 units below the ground pulse, this special half-block would

appear as follows:

Z 012

1 110

2 208

3 306

4 404

5 502

6 600

7 698

Figure 2

If the spacings of the height markers correspond exactly to those

of the scaling form (as they should, with ionosondes in good adjustment),

then only the shift of the ground pulse (if any) need be scaled and recorded

with the letter Z.

For the composite method, individual discrepancies of marker

alignment (and ground pulse position) should be recorded by small

pencil "ticks" along a single frequency line chosen for this purpose.

If marker misalignments occur on more than one -half of the days in

the count, median marker positions should be identified and recorded

as Z -heights in the manner specified above.
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4. 2 Attributes of a good tracing

The characteristics of a good tracing include those of a good

ionogram: smooth, accurate virtual height curves for both ordinary

and extraordinary echoes continuous throughout the entire frequency

range from f-min to foF2. Just above critical frequencies, both

virtual height curves should show as much retardation as it is possible

to record; smooth changes of 100 km or more, over a few 0.01 log f

intervals, are almost pure retardation and are of supreme value in

removing ambiguities in the N(h) calculation if available from both

O and X components. Just below critical frequencies, the virtual

height curves should like>vise rise to the greatest observable values;

in this way, the information regarding the shape and location of the

layer peak will be improved.

Where O and X echo traces overlap, care should hti taken to

identify the leading edge of the echo as O or X. Continuity with other

parts of the curves will help, as will inspection of the multiple echoes

in which the retardations are multiplied for both O and X although the

frequency at which they cross remains unchanged.

It is imperative that a sharp, hard writing instrument be used to

make the tracing. Well-pointed pencils, with hard (4H to 8H) lead are

recommended. The tracing form should be backed by a hard, smooth

surface -- not by a pad of tracing forms. Suggestions from users for

improvement of the facilities used for tracing (scaling table, forms,

etc. ) are always welcome.

4. 21 Tick marks and day- numbers

When an ionogram is traced for a composite record a tick mark or

the day-number should be placed above the observed critical frequency.

See Figure 2. These marks are used in locating the median critical fre-

quency. The day-numb>-r is desirable only to identify those curves which

depart greatly from the median. The day-number may be used for the

first few days traced, and then only for traces which fall far from the

main body of traces.
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4. 22 Use of partial ionogram observations and qualification

It is not necessary that each virtual height curve be complete to

justify its inclusion on the composite tracing. If noise, absorption,

blanketing, or equipment limitations (or faults) cause loss of some

part(s) of a virtual height curve, the remainder should be included.

If more than an estimated one half of the F-region portion of the

frequency range is lost, the appropriate scaling letter should be noted

on the form. Tick marks made beside the letter indicate the number of

such losses. If more than one half the count is so affected, the appropri-

ate letter should be written into the Qualifying Letter space (Q) of the

identification block. K several letters are applicable, they should be

selected in accord with the following list of priorities:

F (Spread Echoes) -- the most physically interesting
curve of lost or uncertain
F-region observations.

A (Blanketing by Es) -- interesting if occurring fre-
quently at particular times
of day.

S

g '» of little interest in composites, except to

I explain uncertainty or loss of data.

4.23 Tracing of the extraordinary-ray

The extraordinary -ray may be used by the computer to account

for ionization not seen below f-min. Therefore, the downcoming extra-

ordinary echo above the gyrofrequency should be traced in blue when-

ever observed on nighttime (including twilight) ionogram s. However,

if foE is observed or estimated to be greater than about twice the gyro-

frequency, the extraordinary-ray will not help the calculation and need

not be traced. This is illustrated in Figure 6 of TN 146, and again in

Figure 2 of this Note.
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4. 24 Echoes observed at low frequencies

With ionosondes recording into the low-frequency range (to

0. 25 Mc)^ nighttime ionograms will frequently show echoes of the

nighttime E layer and the lower F region. It is important that these

be included on the tracing.

The NHT-X14 tracing form only explicitly covers the frequency

range 1.0 - 20 Mc, it is possible to make use of the 2.5-10 Mc

portion for low-frequency echoes when these are observed. Because

of the cycle-to-cycle congruence of a log scale, if the 1. 0 Mc ionogram

marker is aligned with the 10 Mc line on the form, the 2 Mc marker

will align with the 20 Mc line, and the beginning of the ionogram will

align with 2. 5 Mc, etc. Each of the heavy arrows 9, 8, 7, ... 3 will

point off frequencies of 0. 9, 0. 8, 0. 7, ... 0. 3 Mc on the ionogram.

With this alignment, any usable echoes in the 0.25 - 1.0 Mc range may

be traced onto the form. Usually there will be no crossing of the curve

with any high frequency portion of the tracing (1.0 - 20 Mc). The

NHT-X15 (0. 25 -5.0 Mc) is now available and should be used when

foF2 is less than 5. 0 Mc.

5. 0 Median Curve

The principles of obtaining the median virtual height curve from

the composite tracings have been given in NBS Tech. Note 146 and

remain essentially unchanged. However, subsequent experience prompts

the following suggestions.

5. 1 Use of countlines and median points

The number of countlines can be kept at a minimum by placing

them at significant points on the composite tracing -- i.e. , in regions

of strong curvature and near the maxima and minima of the virtual

height curves. As few as three may be adequate for a nighttime

tracing. The course of the median between the median dots should

follow the curvature of most of the individual traces. When no clear
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pattern is apparent, an intermediate countline can be added. Often the

individual traces of the E layer and lower F are too close together to

permit a count. In such cases, a visixal estimation of the median should

be made and median points noted before a median curve is drawn in.

When there is stratification in the E layer and lower F layer, it is useful

to note any pattern formed by the stratifications. The median should

follow the predominant pattern.

A countline should not be placed so near to the foF2 that it does

not intersect all the traces. Often this leads to an error in finding the

median observed penetrating frequency. The median observed penetrat-

ing frequency is best found by counting the tick marks and day-numbers

(Section 4, 21).

5. 2 Drawing the median curve

The median curve should be drawn with strict attention to the

median at the countline s and other median points. Then the curve

should be inspected to see if it has a shape like the individual h'(f)

curves around it. This second step is quite essential, particularly

below foF2 where the h'(f) trace is strongly curved. It is important

that this curvature resemble the curvature of typical individual curves,

even at the risk of minor departures from individual median points.

Should the median curve cut across many individual traces, it is well

to check the count and curvature. The median curve should show a

median amount of retardation at its highest points near foE and foF2.

This last point represents an important departure from earlier

practice. The individual curves should not be extrapolated; only the

observed h'(f) curve should be traced. Near foF2 the median curve will

stop at about the median height of the individual curves. On the other

hand, the value of foF2 is not to be scaled at all, nor is any other

critical frequency. The computer extraplates to foF2 from the scaled

virtual height information, which is v/hy a smooth, accurate median

curve just below foF2 is essential.
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6.0 Scaling Numerical Data from the Tracing

As explained in section 3. 2^ individual spaces are provided for

each 0.01 log f position for both O and X echo traces^ but in general,

most of these spaces will remain unused in the scaling of one tracing.

This section presents a discussion of the principles by which the scaler

selects the particular 0. 01 log f frequencies at which virtual heights

are to be tabulated. Something (000, if not an actual virtual height)

must be recorded in the top space of each tabulation half-block in

which other scalings are to be recorded, and in the top left space

if any space in the block is to contain entries.

6. 1 The basic interval rule

Each tim.e a virtual height is scaled, its associated frequency

becom.es an interval lim.it ; the vridth of this interval (in logf) is the

distance to the next lower interval lim.it. ' Intervals of any width

to a m.inimum of 0. 001 logf m.ay be accom.miodated by the com.puter.

In fact, the ionogram. is the sole source of information concerning

the proper position of interval lim.its, and the desirable interval

width varies depending upon the local shape of the X(h) profile.

Fortunately, the necessary inferences regarding the local shape of

the profile m.ay be drawn by simple inspection of the ionogram to

permit satisfactory judgm^ent of where interval limiits should be put.

Footnote: The comiputer "sees'' the intervals on a single scale of

plasmia frequency (f-, o -'>x) i^i the reflection points of

the respective O or X radio frequencies. Thus O and X

scalings becom.e interm.ixed in accord with the relations

f'. o" = fo^^ X^ = fx" - I'xfH •
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Before stating the general rules to be followed in such selection,

it is well to emphasize one point: It is desirable not to scale an

excessive number of virtual heights, for two reasons: (a) it is

unnecessary extra work, and (b) the individual true heights calculated

by the computer will not be particularly improved, and indeed may

suffer (although the curve as a whole will not) if the changes in virtual

height and log f across each interval are not significant compared to

probable scaling errors. This means that there should in general be

a several km change in virtual height and at least 0. 005 log f change

across each interval.

The basic criterion governing interval widths is that the slope

of electron density profile should change at a constant rate across the

interval. It is, of course, not easy to apply the criterion stated in

this way. However, it is helpful to realize the following related

property of the virtual height curve: The change in slope of the electron

density over an interval is approximately proportional to the slope of

the virtual height curve at the middle of the interval. Thus, where

the slope of the virtual height curve is large, or changes rapidly, so

also does the slope of the N(h) curve; in such regions the interval widths

should be small. However, when only gradual changes of slope occur,

the scaled points may be far apart. (See Figure 3 on page 21 . )

These general intervals are in the majority, and it is nearly

always possible to place interval limits at whole 0.01 log f frequencies,

so that these heights may be recorded in the appropriate spaces of the

tabulation blocks, as described in section 3. 2.

Footnote: Exceptions occur in the intervals of sharply downcoming
virtual height curves, critical frequencies (as at foE), and for

the X trace above f h • Here the slope of the virtual height curve
is controlled mainly by "recovery" from regions of strong
retardation and conveys little visual information regarding the
local shape of the profile.
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6. 2 Scaling below 1 Mc

When echoes below 1 Mc are recorded, it is necessary to

change the letters in the top left-hand spaces of each tabulation

block so used. The following letters are used for the low -frequency

(logf) ranges below one megacycle:

letter N P Q R S T A

logf 9. 4 -9. 5 9, 5 -9. 6 9. 6-9.

7

9. 7-9.

8

9. 8-9.9 9.9-0. 0 0. 0-0. 1

f (approx.

)

0. 25-0. 32 0. 32-0.

4

0. 4-0. 5 0. 5-0. 62 0. 62-0. 79 0. 79-1. 0 1. 0-1. 3

To avoid negative values of the logarithm for frequencies below

1.0 Mc, the value (logf + 10) is used. Whenever special points

(discussed in section 6. 3 and 6. 4) are scaled at below one Mc, it is

also necessary to change the initial zero of the log -frequency value

to a nine. Thus, for example, a V -point between 0. 4 and 0. 5 Mc/s
fV 380 )

might be scaled as <

^ |
. As usual, it must follow an X-entry

if it is scaled from the X -trace.
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6= 3 The U - point

Obviously, there are special points of the virtual height curves

which may not fall on the whole 0.01 log f frequencies. This is, in

general; the case with the highest recorded virtual heights near foE

and foF2. These points are "Usual" points (U), in the sense that they

are simply a continuation (or a termination) of the virtual height curve.

But they are often of special usefulness since they help to continue the

electron density calculation nearer the peak of their respective layers.

Thus, one of the uses of the special point tabulation spaces dis-

cussed in section 3.Z2 is to tabulate the coordinates of such "Usual

points." For these, the letter U is used, preceding the height reading;

in a typical case, the highest virtual height seen near foF2 might be

recorded as U 642. The value of log f for this height is recorded in the

tabulation space immediately below; as noted earlier, the first tv.'0

digits of the logf value are already printed on the form. To preserve

the relative frequency accuracy of points near critical frequencies,

no scaling should be made within 0. 004 logf below the U -point marking

the highest h'. Thus, if the ionogram. calls for the scaling ^ >

then no virtual height should be scaled at logf 0. 670 (unless, of course,

unusual com.plexity of the h'(f) curve exists over these intervals). The

U-point completely identifies itself (as to h' and logf) except as O or X,

and may therefore be written in any convenient spe cial -point tabulation

space. However, a U-point of the ordinary trace must follow an

ordinary entry or a U-point of the X trace must follow an X -entry.

Note that no "extrapolation" to critical frequencies is permitted,

and no reading of foF2 is made. The computer accomplishes a systematic

extrapolation process to find the critical frequency. Workers long

accustomed to scaling foF2 are advised to consider this point carefully.

The U-point discussed above represents the highest virtual height

observed; it is not an extrapolation in either height or frequency.
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FIGURE 3





A U -point may also be added whenever it is felt that any virtual

height scaling is required between whole 0.01 log f values. This occurs

occasionally when the h'(f) trace is strongly curved, for example, at the

virtual height minimum of a small stratification when the lowest height

does not fall on a whole 0.01 log f line. See, for example, Figure 3.

However, the insertion of a U-point intermediate between two successive

0. 01 log f scalings should only be done when large changes of the slope

of the virtual height curve occur in the 0. 01 logf interval. Such scalings

must be ma.de very carefully, since the relative frequency accuracy of

points less than 0.005 logf apart may be poor.

6. 4 The V - point

The N(h) calculation process provides a smooth electron density

distribution from a smooth virtual height curve, in the sense that the

slope varies continuously along the N(h) profile. This property of the

profile is generally quite valuable, and its accomplishment represents

an important advantage of the N(h) method.

Nevertheless, there do occur on ionograms occasional points

where the assumption of an abrupt change of slope is justified, and

where, if it is not made, a somewhat irregular profile might other-

wise be calculated. This is the case at a sharp Fl cusp, for example.

Here, the variation of slope is so abrupt that an actual discontinuity of

slope represents a better descripdon of the profile than the assumption

of continuity of slope used elsewhere.

Such points are designated as "V-points" and are tabulated in the

special-point tabulation spaces in a manner similar to the U -points

discussed in section 6. 3. The shape of the letter V symbolizes its use

in this connection, as a point where a cusp, or "vertex," occurs in the

virtual height curve. Thus, if the highest virtual height of an Fl layer

cusp occurs at logf = 0. 592 ( or dinary -ray trace) and at h' = 537, the

pair of numbers ^ will be entered in a pair of special -point

tabulation blocks. The first two digits of logf are printed on the form.
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Remember that the ordinary -ray trace is specified by placing the

scaling in the left-hand half of some block, and that if the V -point is

from the extraordinary -ray trace it must be tabulated following an

X-scaling or the word X 000.

If the V -point should happen to fall on a whole 0. 01 logf line,

for which a space is provided in the main tabulation block, the V -point

tabulation should be made in the special print box and the main space

left blank.

It should be mentioned that since special points are completely

specified (except as O or X) by their height and log frequency , any

number of such points may be written in any convenient place of the

form merely by over -writing the correct digits for logf. This is

helpful when more than three are required within a given 0. 1 logf

interval. It is essential that they be properly placed in O or X half-

blocks, however. If not otherwise indicated, X-special points must

be identified as X by a preceding X 000 "word. "

6.41 Uses of the V-point: the Fl cusp

The most frequent and typical use of the V-point is to permit a

sharp change in the slope of the N(h) profile at an Fl layer cusp. This

is illustrated by the Fl cusp in Figure 4. The virtual height cusp is,

in fact, just the result of such a discontinuity: The N(h) profile has a

smaller slope above the cusp frequency than below it. The sharp

decrease in virtual height is the recovery from the large retardation

occurring in the large slope region below the cusp frequency; the N(h)

profile above the cusp is not necessarily particularly complicated in

shape despite the steep descent and strong curvature of the virtual

height curve above the cusp. Thus it is not necessary to scale a great

number of virtual heights immediately above, when it is clear that

variation of h'(f) is merely the recovery from retardation below.
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6.42 Uses of the V-point: at a critical frequency

At a true critical frequency, the O and X virtual heights will

become infinite because of the infinite retardation for frequencies

penetrating just to the layer maximum. Unfortunately, in many cases

it is impossible to judge whether the O and X virtual heights at such

frequencies are truly infinite, or are merely very large, as near a cusp.

Furthermore, it is impossible to judge, in such cases, whether the

associated N(h) profile is nonmonotonic at this point, or whether it merely

possesses an inflection point with nearly (or truly) infinite slope. These

four cases are shown in Figure 5, together with their associated virtual

height curves.

The proper treatment of case 4 is usually beyond the scope of the

composite method, but for individual profiles, two points must be

emphasized:

1) Cases 2 and 3 are not usually distinguishable from

case 4 by simple inspection of the ionogram. Only the calcu-

lation by the more complicated nonmonotonic analysis (case 4)

can disclose this. Thus, V-point analysis of virtual height curves

in such cases involves the risk of errors.

2) The more complicated proper treatment of case 4 requires

a large amount of accurate virtual height information from the

downcoming ordinary and extraordinary virtual height curves.

If such information is not available, then a more simple V-point

analysis may be used with the realization that errors may occur

in the calculated profile.

The errors arising in neglect of a valley are most serious just above

the valley and decreasingly less serious at higher frequency. Thus, a valley

above hmaxE will lead (as in Figure 6) to an F-region profile which is too

low just above foE. Whether such errors may be tolerated or not depends

entirely upon the application intended for the profile. If the purpose is to

study properties of the lower F-region, neglect of the valley may give very

misleading results. However, if the purpose is to study properties of the

F2 peak, for example, the errors may not be so serious.
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Because of the stringent ionogram quality requirements of the

valley analysis, a great amount of data would be lost to F -region peak

studies if compromises were not made to permit the best monotonic

calculation with whatever virtual height data may be available. The best

compromise is accomplished by use of the V-point at the intermediate

critical frequency in such cases. The calculation may be continued to

the highest virtual height recorded near the critical frequency . (This

will normally be the highest point of the downcoming trace above the

critical frequency. ) This point is scaled as a V-point. This will

maximize the monotonic height- step across the valley (although it may

still be underestimated) and then will permit an abrupt change in slope

of the profile for continuation into the F -region.

In the composite method, it is usually impossible to attain

sufficient precision in the median to undertake a nonmonotonic analysis.

(An exception, however, may arise if foE is very low (as at night) and

if a usable median downcoming X curve above f ^ may be obtained, ) In

the majority of daytime cusps, foE is greater than twice the gyro-

frequency and the monotonic V-point calculation is the most accurate

analysis that should be attempted with present methods.

6. 5 W - Points

A W-point (Figure 2) indicates a scaled value of a (log) critical

frequency, for example, foE or fxE. It is used when the median extra-

ordinary curve is used with the ordinary median in calculating the

profile. Criteria for its use on composites are not yet fully developed.

When W -points are necessary, they will be added at the Central Laboratory.

6. 6 X Component

Criteria for scaling virtual heights from the median extraordinary

curve are now being developed. Until this study is complete the median

of the extraordinary will be scaled at the Central Laboratory.
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6. 7 The Command Word

The "command word," briefly mentioned in section 3. 3, tells

the computer how to begin the analysis. Whenever extraordinary- ray

data are to be included in the calculation, it will be filled in completely

at the Central Laboratory. There is one command, however, for day-

time tracings which is to be made at field stations. This is the entry

A 1 , where the blanks are filled in with the number of heights

scaled from the linearly -rising part of the h'(f) median curve below

foE. Usually, there should be from 3 to 5 such points scaled; for

example, the command word in a typical case might be A 104. These

3 to 5 points should be fairly evenly distributed over the portion of the

h'(f) curve that is a straight line. The computer uses these first heights

in a special process to begin the analysis by making correction for

ionization not seen belov/ f-min.

FIGURE 6
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